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Customarily, crystalline solids are defined to be rigid since they resist changes of shape determined
by their boundaries. However, rigid solids cannot exist in the thermodynamic limit where boundaries
become irrelevant. Particles in the solid may rearrange to adjust to shape changes eliminating stress
without destroying crystalline order. Rigidity is therefore valid only in the metastable state that
emerges because these particle rearrangements in response to a deformation, or strain, are associated
with slow collective processes. Here, we show that a thermodynamic collective variable may be used
to quantify particle rearrangements that occur as a solid is deformed at zero strain rate. Advanced
Monte Carlo simulation techniques are then employed to obtain the equilibrium free energy as a
function of this variable. Our results lead to a new view on rigidity: While at zero strain a rigid
crystal coexists with one that responds to infinitesimal strain by rearranging particles and expelling
stress, at finite strain the rigid crystal is metastable, associated with a free energy barrier that
decreases with increasing strain. The rigid phase becomes thermodynamically stable by switching
on an external field, which penalises particle rearrangements. This produces a line of first-order
phase transitions in the field - strain plane that intersects the origin. Failure of a solid once strained
beyond its elastic limit is associated with kinetic decay processes of the metastable rigid crystal
deformed with a finite strain rate. These processes can be understood in quantitative detail using
our computed phase diagram as reference.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ability to resist changes of shape, or rigidity,
has been explained as a consequence of the spontaneous
breaking of continuous translational symmetry in crys-
talline solids [1, 2]. Quite surprisingly, this result is at
the same time, paradoxical. It may be shown quite rig-
orously [3] that any homogeneous bulk deformation cre-
ated within a solid to conform to changes of shape of the
boundary may always be accommodated instead by sur-
face distortions involving particle rearrangements [4, 5].
This automatically suggests that any internal stress gen-
erated in equilibrium within a macroscopically large solid
in response to a change of shape must necessarily van-
ish [4]. Given enough time, a solid always flows to release
this stress under any external mechanical load, however
small [5]. The emergence of rigid solids is therefore asso-
ciated with inherently long-lived metastable states [4, 6].
This fundamental result has, quite understandably, wide
ranging connotations in the science and technology of ma-
terials, especially with regard to properties like high tem-
perature creep, fatigue, fracture and plastic flow [7, 8].
While the immediate paradox is resolved, we still need
to address the question of how a rigid crystal, when de-
formed, releases internal stress and transforms to a flow-
ing state. A fundamental understanding of this process
should also reveal under what conditions thermodynam-
ically stable rigid crystals may exist. Here, a comparison
to fluids in the limit of zero strain rate is very instructive.
While fluids subjected to small stresses exhibit Newto-
nian flow with a constant viscosity [1], no such regime
exists for stressed solids whose viscosity diverges with
vanishing stress [5]. Does this singular behaviour of the
viscosity imply an underlying phase transition? More-
over, distinct from the fluid state, flow in a crystal is
triggered by the formation of slip planes [4] causing re-
arrangements of particle neighbourhoods. Rigid solids
composed of distinguishable particles are thus also asso-
ciated with the breaking of discrete permutation symme-
try.
In this work, we show, to the best of our knowledge for
the first time, that a phase transition indeed occurs at
zero strain rate. A static, equilibrium, first-order phase
transition describes the transformation of one crystal to
another with identical crystal structure but with differ-
ently arranged local neighbourhoods. Stress relaxation
occurs as a consequence of these rearrangements. As
expected for a first-order transition, the transformation
kinetics of the metastable rigid solid to the stable un-
stressed solid at finite and sufficiently small strain rates
may be described by a nucleation process. A parameter-
free prediction of the strain rate dependent, mean, limit-
ing deformation beyond which this nucleation occurs and
a rigid crystal first begins to flow, is one of the verifiable
outcomes of our work.
Essential for these findings is the identification of a
thermodynamic variable X, the order parameter of the
transition, and its conjugated field hX , which we define
shortly. We show that thermodynamically stable rigid
solids exist for finite, negative hX . In addition, we also
obtain a line of first order transitions from a rigid solid
to a solid state with zero stress. In the thermodynamic
limit, this phase boundary extrapolates to hX → 0− giv-
ing rise to the aforementioned, experimentally observable
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2transition associated with stress relaxation. We thus fol-
low here a procedure analogous to many other condensed
matter systems (for a classic example see [9]) wherein
deeper insight is obtained, leading to quantitative pre-
dictions, by first introducing a field hX and then letting
hX → 0 after taking the thermodynamic limit.
Consider, therefore, a (single phase) crystalline solid
completely enclosed by a deformable boundary. The solid
is composed of macroscopic, classical particles, e.g. a col-
loidal crystal [10]. Our main conclusions are summarised
in Fig. 1 where we plot a schematic phase diagram of
the crystalline solid under changes of boundary shape,
parametrised by a pure shear or uniaxial strain ε, and
hX . There are two distinct ways in which the solid may
respond to ε, either resisting it by producing internal
stress (the rigid “normal” N phase) or deforming plasti-
cally to conform to the shape of the boundary, expelling
stress from the bulk (the “Meissner” M phase [11, 12]).
Since the M phase deforms by slipping over an integral
number of lattice spacings, crystallinity is preserved. The
resulting M solid is structurally identical to the unde-
formed N crystal, save for the presence of surface steps.
Each slip line, however, leaves in its wake a set of par-
ticles whose neighbourhoods have been rearranged. The
field, hX , assigns a bulk free energy cost for these rear-
rangements in a manner we describe below, and explic-
itly breaks the discrete, permutation symmetry, causing a
first order transition and N—M phase coexistence. The
phases co-exist across a phase boundary which extrapo-
lates to ε = 0 as hX → 0−. The N phase is metastable
for all ε on the hX = 0 line and eventually decays by
a nucleation process [5] with an ε-dependent rate. For
fixed observation time, this decay process manifests it-
self as a sudden drop of stress at some ε = ε∗, where
plasticity initiates [7]. This dynamical transition point
extends into a smooth transition line in the hX − ε plane
that intersects the hX = 0 axis at the observable value,
ε∗. We show that thermodynamic parameters obtained
from our equilibrium study may then be used to predict
time-dependent, dynamic properties of this transition.
The field couples to a collective coordinate X =
N−1
∑N
i=1 χi in the Hamiltonian H = H0 + HX =H0−NhXX, with H0 representing terms in the Hamilto-
nian that do not depend explicitly on X. For particle i,
the local positive definite quantity χi with dimensions of
length squared is the least squares error [13] made by fit-
ting a local affine deformation to relative displacements
within a coarse graining volume surrounding particle i.
The deformation is measured from a set of fixed refer-
ence coordinates. In a series of papers [14–19] (see also
Appendix A for details) some of us have worked out in
detail the statistical thermodynamics of χi, which quan-
tifies the “non-affine” component of the particle displace-
ments, analytically and numerically for a number of two
dimensional (2d) crystals at finite temperature. At any
T > 0, X behaves as a regular thermodynamic variable
with a well-defined mean and variance ∼ N−1. Apart
from this thermal contribution, X also tracks local non-
hX
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FIG. 1. Schematic phase diagram in the hX - pure shear, ε,
plane showing regions of stability of the two (initially square)
crystalline phases N (orange region) and M (blue region).
Insets show ε acting on a square (dashed line) box (1) and de-
pict the N (2) andM (3) phases schematically; black dashed
lines with end dots denote slip planes. The equilibrium phase
boundary is shown as a blue solid line and the locus of the
N → M dynamical transition as a blue dashed line. The
intersection of the dashed line with the hX = 0 axis is the
conventional, strain rate dependent, yield point (grey filled
circle).
affine rearrangements of particles such as those result-
ing from the creation of defects [15, 19]. The ensemble
average 〈X〉 can be tailored using hX consistent with
standard fluctuation response relations [15] and hX can
also modify the probability of defects. Note that since
X is defined in terms of relative displacements, the term
proportional to hX in H does not explicitly break trans-
lational invariance [20].
Positive values of hX help create non-affine rearrange-
ments away from the reference configuration. Specific
rearrangements, such as a slip by a lattice spacing, map
the crystal onto itself and do not change lattice sym-
metry but still contribute to the energy H for non-zero
hX . Since X has an upper bound ∼ L2 ∝ N2/d where
L is a typical linear size, H and the corresponding free
energy is unbounded below (∼ −N1+2/d) in the thermo-
dynamic limit. Therefore, there is no well-defined global
free energy minimum for hX > 0 although multiple lo-
cal minima may exist as long-lived metastable states. At
hX = 0, of course, all states differing only in their value
of X are degenerate.
On the other hand, a negative hX suppresses rear-
rangements and makes the reference configuration the
thermodynamically stable phase at ε = 0. As ε in-
creases at constant hX , there is a possibility of an equi-
librium first order transition which may be understood
from the following T = 0 argument. In the N phase,
ε is the elastic strain [1] and the bulk energy density
is ∆E = 12σ =
1
2G
2, where σ is the elastic stress
and G is an elastic modulus. In the M crystal non-
affineness proportional to |ε, X = `2|ε| with some length-
scale `, is produced instead by slipping of lattice planes
and ∆E = −ρhX`2|ε|, except for a surface contribution
arising from steps that are formed as a consequence of
the slips. Here, ρ is the number density of the solid.
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FIG. 2. Plots of the dimensionless free energy, − logP (X),
at T = 0.8 and density ρ = 1.1547 (i.e. lattice parameter
a = 1.0) as a function of hX at fixed ε = 0.04 (a) and as
a function of ε at fixed hX = −3.0 (b.) as obtained from
sequential umbrella sampling of 2d LJ crystals for N = 1024.
The minima at small (large) X values represent the N (M)
phase. A first order N →M transition occurs as −hX or ε is
increased. The numbers on the graphs correspond to values
of either hX (a) or ε (b). Note the high barriers (∼ 50kBT )
between the phases at coexistence.
Note that X = 0 in the N solid [14] while σ = 0 in the
M solid at coexistence. Equating, we get the N—M
coexistence boundary as −hX = G|ε|/2ρ`2 (Fig. 1). The
“thermodynamic stress” ς = ∂ε∆E 6= 0 for both N and
M phases.
How do entropic contributions alter these arguments?
Consider the case ε = 0 and hX < 0. Permuting parti-
cles over a distance R should give a configurational en-
tropy gain scaling as ∼ N logR. The energy penalty for
this, given that X ∼ R2, will be ∼ |hX |NR2. Mini-
mizing the free energy −TN log(R/a) + N |hX |R2 gives
R ∼ (T/|hX |)1/2. Once R falls below some fixed small
value (say, the lattice constant a) this argument breaks
down, implying that for |hX | > const × T entropic ef-
fects may be neglected and the T = 0 considerations
hold. For smaller |hX |, however, rearrangements are pos-
sible up to a cutoff distance ∼ (T/|hX |)1/2 that diverges
as hX → 0−. Once rearrangements are thermodynami-
cally favoured, kinetic considerations become important.
In particular, if rearrangements happen only by diffu-
sion, then the associated timescales in solids are very
large [7] so that spontaneous transitions between differ-
ent free energy minima, corresponding to distinct rear-
rangements, will become effectively unobservable within
realistic times. We return to the question of dynamics
later.
Up to now, our discussion has been quite general and
works for any crystal in any dimension. We now spe-
cialise to the case of the crystalline 2d LJ solid to study
the N—M transition at T > 0 in detail. Accurate nu-
merical results may be obtained for this case within rea-
sonable computational times. Further, our results have
experimental consequences. These may be relatively eas-
ily verified for 2d colloidal crystals [10], for which a LJ
interaction is a plausible model.
II. THE EQUILIBRIUM FIRST ORDER PHASE
TRANSITION
We use a shifted and truncated LJ potential (see Ap-
pendix B) and standard LJ units for length, energy and
time [21]. For our results of the equilibrium structures
and transitions at T > 0 we employed the sequential
umbrella sampling (SUS) technique (see Appendix C)
coupled to Monte Carlo [22, 23] in the constant num-
ber N , area A = Lx × Ly, ε and temperature T en-
semble. Advanced sampling techniques such as SUS are
necessary to overcome the large barriers between the N
andM phases, enabling the equilibrium transition to be
observed [17]. We show results for T = 0.8 and den-
sity ρ = 1.1547, corresponding to the choice a = 1.0 for
the lattice parameter. Other T and ρ far from the 2d
LJ melting line give similar results. Finally, our results
for finite N are extrapolated to draw conclusions on the
equilibrium transition in the thermodynamic limit.
The main output of the SUS calculations is an accurate
estimate of P (X), the equilibrium probability distribu-
tion of X as a function of hX and ε. In Fig. 2a and b we
plot − logP (X), the free energy in units of kBT where
kB is the Boltzmann constant. To obtain these results
we use the efficient histogram reweighting method [24, 25]
starting from a few chosen hX and ε. The two minima at
XN and XM correspond to the two competing phases,
with a first order transition from N to M occurring as
a function of either hX or ε. The barrier between the
phases at coexistence is high and hence the phase tran-
sition is impossible to observe using standard simulation
techniques. The large value of XM results from a fi-
nite density of percolating slip bands with large local χ.
Configurations for XN < X < XM at coexistence show
mixed phases similar to other systems with first order
transitions [26].
In Fig. 3a we show a mixed phase configuration at
coexistence where a portion of the solid slips locally, de-
creasing stress. This is apparent from the map of local
χ values, which are largest at the slip band. The slip
band is composed of a “proto” dislocation dipole with
a large overlap between the individual defect cores [7]
lying on one of the close packed atomic lines of the trian-
gular lattice. Scanning over configurations for X between
XN and XM reveals a slip band of increasing linear size
until it percolates the whole solid, wraps about the pe-
riodic boundaries a few times, commensurate with the
aspect ratio of the box and finally annihilates with itself
at X ≈ XM. In a periodically repeated scheme, there-
fore, this configuration corresponds to a finite slip band
density ∼ O(1). The proportion of the two phases follow
a lever rule typical of first order transitions [26]. The
strongly first order nature of the transition is obvious
from the equations of state X vs hX at fixed ε obtained
by plotting the expectation value of X computed from
the P (X) in Fig. 3b. The phase transition for each ε is
shown by a horizontal tieline, and labelled by ε on the
right axis. The end points of the tielines thus also give
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FIG. 3. a. Plot of the local log(χ) values (colour map) su-
perimposed on the particle displacements (grey arrows) for a
N = 1024 2d LJ solid at ε = 0.05 and hcoexX = −5.07. The
data was averaged over 500 configurations corresponding to
X = 0.0358 where a mixed phase configuration is observed.
Note the presence of a slip band (red dashed line) with large χ.
Inset shows δu‖, the relative displacement of particles along
the direction of the slip band, consistent with that expected
from a pair of dislocations with opposite signs and large over-
lapping cores. b. Equations of state −hX (left axis) vs X.
These are shown for several fixed ε but overlap to a large
extent, except where jumps in X produce horizontal tielines
(labelled by the corresponding ε on the right). The large jump
between the coexisting phases indicates a strongly first order
transition. c. Plot of the local stress σ (colour map) superim-
posed on the particle positions (grey circles) for the same set
of configurations as in (a) showing a prominent stress inter-
face (red dashed lines). d. Plot of the stress σ¯(x) averaged in
the vertical y direction for three values of ε along the phase
boundary. The interface between the N phase (high stress)
and the M phase (low stress) is clearly visible.
the X-ε phase diagram. While the discontinuity in X at
the transition appears to decrease with increasing ε, it
cannot vanish since a slip band always creates local χ.
The nature of the M phase for a finite sized box is
complex. While a deformation ε needs a linear density
of slip bands ∼ |ε|/a for complete stress relaxation, the
number of slip bands actually observed depends on the
size as well as the shape of the box. For example, if the
required linear density of slip bands is below L−1 then
no bands can be accommodated and stress cannot be re-
laxed, i.e. theM phase cannot exist even if it is the stable
phase in the thermodynamic limit. In general, there may
be multiple minima in X associated with distinct fami-
lies of parallel slip bands at crystallographically allowed
angles. At large ε, these further transitions involving ad-
ditional slipping occur at values of X higher than those
shown here. Phases with a larger density of slip lines
have lower σ, down to σ = 0. The exact sequence of
these higher order transitions depends on the details of
the simulation box. We do not pursue this here as the
deformation dynamics and departure from rigidity will
be determined by the kinetics of the first transition.
In Fig. 3c we return to the mixed phase configuration
shown in a and study the local internal stress σ con-
jugate to ε superimposed on the particle positions. A
prominent interface between the two coexisting phases is
clearly seen. TheM phase eliminates stress from its bulk
by particle rearrangements, i.e. slip, as expected, while
stress is retained in the bulk of the N phase. As the
amount of the second phase grows, total stress is propor-
tionately reduced.
Capillary fluctuations of this interface [26] around the
mean position are also seen in Fig. 3c. Averaging the
local stress σ¯(x) in the vertical direction and plotting it
as a function of the horizontal coordinate x reveals an
interface where these capillary fluctuations are averaged
out. This is shown in Fig. 3d. We have plotted σ¯(x) for
a few values of ε on the phase boundary. While the jump
in σ decreases with ε, the interface remains, nevertheless,
sharp.
We must emphasise here that this is an equilibrium
interface between two co-existing phases with different
values of σ but both with bulk crystalline order. Such
stable interfaces do not form at hX = 0 for ε 6= 0 in
the thermodynamic limit and have, therefore, never been
described before.
A. Finite size scaling
We carry out a finite size scaling [22, 26] analysis at
ε = 0.05 to establish that the transition between the
two phases is indeed first order. At a first order transi-
tion, corrections to order parameters and to the transi-
tion point scale as ∼ L−d ∼ 1/N [26]. This is apparent
from Fig. 4a i-iii where the coexisting hcoexX , the values
of 〈X〉 and stress σ for the two phases show the expected
scaling behaviour. Finite size corrections to the proper-
ties of the M phase are observed to be quite substantial
due to the commensurability issues discussed before. To
show that the free energy cost of creating two parallel in-
terfaces (lines) scales as Ld−1 =
√
N , we plot − lnP (X)
obtained at coexistence for different N using scaled coor-
dinates (Fig. 4 a iv). The region corresponding to mixed
N −M configurations collapses onto a single horizontal
line as expected. Finally the T > 0 equilibrium phase
boundary in hX and ε is shown in Fig. 4b. for different
N . The phase boundary is quite linear showing that our
rather simplistic T = 0 calculation gives a qualitatively
correct result. The offset in ε at hX → 0− (∼ ε produced
by a single slip band) is expected to vanish in the ther-
modynamic limit. For a thermodynamically large solid,
we obtain phase coexistence only for hX ≤ 0 with the
phase boundary intersecting the origin i.e. hX = ε = 0.
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This completes our description of the equilibrium first
order, N — M phase transition. The transition is re-
versible with ε, a thermodynamic variable, being applied
quasi-statically, i.e. ε˙ = 0. We study below the impli-
cations of the equilibrium transition on the dynamics of
deformation (ε˙ 6= 0).
III. NUCLEATION DYNAMICS AND PLASTIC
DEFORMATION
In the limit of hX → 0−, a macroscopically large rigid
(N ) solid is metastable for all ε > 0. This is illustrated
in Fig. 5a for a N = 1024 solid where we plot − logP (X)
as a function of ε extrapolated to hX = 0. As ε increases,
therefore, the N solid may decay by a process in which
nuclei of the M solid form (and grow) within the body
of the N phase. At the end of this process, the equi-
librium, stress free, M crystal thus formed is identical
in all respects to the unstrained N crystal and with its
other infinitely many copies differing only by their values
of X. We show below how the free energies calculated
using SUS may be used to study the dynamics of this
nucleation process in quantitative detail.
A. Nucleation barriers
Following standard classical nucleation theory [1, 5,
27, 28] (CNT) we write the dimensionless excess free en-
ergy of a configuration containing a circular droplet of the
1 The phase diagram in the hX and ς plane can also be drawn using
our SUS data but does not contain substantial new information.
M phase of size R surrounded by the stressed N crystal
as ∆F = −piR2∆b + 2piRγ. The first term represents
the bulk free energy gain, which assuming that the M
solid is stress free, gives ∆b =
1
2σε/(kBT ). The second
term involves the equilibrium interfacial free energy γ
between N and M phases. Since equilibrium interfaces
exist only at coexistence [26, 27], we need to obtain γ
from − logP (X) along the phase boundary. The height
of the horizontal region in − logP (X) (see Fig 4 a iv)
relative to the depth of the minima is given by 2γLy+
subdominant (∼ O(logL) etc.) contributions. Factoring
out the length of the pair of parallel interfaces then gives
the finite size scaled value for γ, which is shown in the
inset of Fig. 5b as a function of ε for various N . Since
the subdominant contributions are small and unobserv-
able, we use a linear fit through the data to obtain γ(ε)
along the phase boundary. Extrapolation to ε = 0 gives
γ = 1.8 ± 0.1 as the surface free energy of the infinite
solid, which enters the CNT calculation for nucleation of
theM phase at hX = 0. The size of the critical nucleus is
Rc = γ/∆b and the nucleation barrier is ∆F = piγ2/∆b.
The latter is plotted as a function of ε in Fig. 5b as a
solid curve. The free energy barrier has been approxi-
mately modelled earlier using specific, correlated defect
structures such as arrays of dislocation loops [5, 29, 30],
at hX = 0. The full dynamical problem of many in-
teracting dislocations in crystals is complex and remains
unsolved [7, 30], necessitating many simplifying assump-
tions. In our description γ is obtained without assuming
any specific dislocation structure.
We may now obtain the mean first passage nucleation
time as τFP = τ0 exp(∆F), in the limit of large ∆F
where τ0 is a relevant time scale [1, 28]. Formally, τ0 is the
time taken for nucleation when the barrier vanishes, but
this interpretation is problematic because in that limit
the nucleation picture itself fails. We show later how
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FIG. 5. a. Equilibrium free energy from SUS for a N =
1024 solid for various ε at hX = 0 for comparison. b. The
nucleation barrier ∆F (solid purple line) as a function of ε,
the cyan lines mark the uncertainties of our results. Inset
shows the interfacial free energy γ for various N obtained
from SUS (symbols have same meaning as in Fig. 4b) plotted
against ε together with the linear fit γ = −12.420ε+ 1.806.
this τ0 may be extracted from molecular dynamics (MD)
data. Since the N phase is always metastable, τFP is
finite for all ε > 0 and diverges as ε → 0. Thus, if
one waits long enough, a transition from N → M is
inevitable at any ε 6= 0. We compare the CNT estimate
to measured nucleation times in MD simulations below.
B. Molecular dynamics
We perform MD simulations [21, 31] (see also Ap-
pendix D) for 128 × 128 = 16384 LJ particles in the
NA(shape)T ensemble at the same density as the SUS
calculations for 0.2 < T < 1.2. The direct way of com-
paring SUS and MD is to compute transition times by
holding the solid at various strain values. This protocol
has technical issues because applying a finite strain sud-
denly to a solid causes transient shock waves that make
extraction of meaningful data impossible. In the molecu-
lar dynamics simulations, therefore, the strain is ramped
up from zero in steps of ∆ε, waiting for a time tW to
obtain an average strain rate ε˙ = ∆ε/tW . We look for a
drop in stress to mark the beginning of plasticity at the
yield point ε∗.
C. X as a reaction coordinate
To proceed any further, we must first establish that
the plastic event at ε∗ does indeed represent an N →M
transition described by X. In other words we need to
show that X is also the relevant reaction coordinate for
deformation.
The σ(ε) curves obtained for various hX , including
hX = 0, at a fixed value of ε˙ are shown in Fig. 6a. These
show a large stress drop at ε = ε∗ while 〈X〉 increases
at the same value of strain indicating that particle re-
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FIG. 6. a. Plots of σ (axis on left) and log〈X〉 (axis on right)
as a function of ε from MD simulations at ε˙ = 3.33 × 10−5.
Note that the jumps in σ and 〈X〉 at the dynamical tran-
sition coincide. The dashed line shows the limiting value
XL = 0.0165 before the transition. b. Plot of the N −M dy-
namic transition in the (, hX) plane. The open symbols mark
the dynamical transition ∗(hX) predicted from LRT calcu-
lations assuming 〈X〉 → XL. The black curve is a parabola
fitted through the points. The red filled circles are transition
points obtained from MD simulations. c. Scaling of XL with
temperature showing that XL/T is a constant.
arrangements occur. The angular brackets here denote
a time average as well as an average over several initial
conditions. The jump in 〈X〉 with a simultaneous drop
in stress indicates that these particle rearrangements, at
the same time, relieve stress. We find that 〈X〉 always
attains the same value 〈X〉 = XL with XN < XL < XM
just before the transition regardless of hX . As the solid
is strained, 〈X〉 increases; when it reaches XL, enough
thermal energy is available to the solid in order to cross
the N →M barrier and theM phase begins to nucleate.
The N phase decays if either hX or ε is increased.
If X is the relevant coordinate for this transition, then
this single quantity should describe yielding regardless
of hX and ε. In other words, 〈X(hX , ε)〉 = XL should
trace out a unique curve in hX − ε space, beyond which
the N crystal decays. Since 〈X〉 grows linearly with
hX to leading order and quadratically with ε in the
N phase [14], this curve is a parabola. In the N
phase, we use linear response theory [15] to obtain the
hX values where 〈X〉 → XL for any given ε. To do
this we record fluctuations of X and spatial correla-
tions of χ at hX = 0 for a series of ε values starting
from zero. Linear response then gives 〈X(hX , ε)〉 =
〈X(0, ε)〉+hX〈[∆χ(0, ε)]2〉ΣRCχ(0,ε)(R, 0) = XL, where
Cχ(0,ε)(R, 0) is a two point correlation function. The pre-
dicted values for the location of the dynamical N →M
transition, which follow the expected parabolic relation,
are given as open symbols in Fig 6b. Note that we now
predict the location of a plastic event based on equi-
librium thermal fluctuations of a thermodynamic vari-
able in configurations corresponding to small ε (and
hX = 0) where dislocations or other defects may not even
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FIG. 7. a. Stress - strain curves from MD at T = 0.8
at hX = 0 for four ε˙ varying over three decades. b. The
calculated value for the yield strain ε∗ as a function of the
strain rate ε˙ in LJ units. The lines have the same meaning as
in Fig. 5b. The points are from our MD results. Inset shows
a plot of log10 τ
−1
0 = log10(ε˙/˜˙ε) as a function of ε˙ obtained
from our MD. We have used a value of log10 τ
−1
0 = 2.0 as
obtained from the plateau value in the inset to compare our
MD data with the SUS predictions.
be present. The filled symbols in Fig. 6b show ∗(hX)
obtained from MD. The extrapolation of the calculated
curve to hX = 0 agrees extremely well with the mea-
sured value. At large negative hX the linear response
prediction ceases to be valid. Given that in the N -phase
thermal fluctuations are primarily responsible for mak-
ing X non-zero [14], XL should scale with temperature.
Fig. 6c shows that on varying only T , this expectation is
justified and XL(T )/T is a constant. We expect this be-
haviour to be generic and easily verifiable in experiments
on colloidal solids [10] constituting a stringent test for
our theory.
Since ε is ramped up from zero at a fixed rate, ε˙, the
dynamical transition i.e. the values of ε∗ and XL, de-
pend on ε˙. We show now that this rate dependence may
be predicted using parameters extracted from the equi-
librium phase transition.
D. Self consistent classical nucleation theory
We are now in a position to compare predictions of
CNT with MD results. In Fig 7a, we plot σ(ε) curves
at hX = 0 for four deformation protocols where ε˙ varies
over three decades. The yield point ε∗ is a function of ε˙
and appears to vanish as ε˙→ 0. This result is consistent
with the N phase being metastable for all ε > 0.
To obtain predictions for ∗ using the barriers ob-
tained from our SUS calculations, however, we need a
small modification of the theory. For the protocol fol-
lowed in MD, the barrier is not constant, but varies
as the strain is ramped up in time. If the variation is
smooth and slow, we may use the self consistent formula
τFP = τ0 exp[∆F(ε˙τFP )] [32]. Noting that ε˙τFP = ε∗,
we get a self consistency equation for ε∗ which needs to
be solved numerically,
∆F(ε∗) = log ε∗ − log(˜˙ε),
where ˜˙ε = τ0ε˙. This approximation should be valid in
the small ε˙ regime. Since small ε˙ gives small ε∗, and
therefore large barriers, the regimes of validity of the self
consistent approximation and CNT itself coincide.
In principle τ0 could be taken as a fitting parameter
which links energies to time scales. But fitting τ0 to MD
data is uncertain because the range of validity of CNT is
not known a priori. It has also been interpreted as the
time taken for a dislocation dipole (in 2d) or loop (3d)
to form [5], although obtaining an estimate for τ0 using
this interpretation requires additional assumptions. The
nucleation rate of dislocations is a technologically impor-
tant quantity and has been measured using experiments
and computer simulations [33–36]. For a real 3d solid,
the pre-factor can be written as τ−10 = Γf
+
c where Γ is
the Zeldovich factor and f+c the “attachment” rate [28].
These have been estimated for Cu single crystals and
give τ0 = 3.43× 10−14s [36]. This number is also consis-
tent with τ−10 compared with typical Debye frequencies
ωD ∼ 1013 Hz [1]. In LJ units, where the unit of time
is about a pico-second (10−12), we obtain τ0 = 0.0343.
Below we show how τ0 can be alternatively obtained by
appealing to the internal consistency of CNT without
using dislocation nucleation times as input. Remarkably,
we also determine, at the same time, the range of validity
of CNT for our MD data.
From our self consistent CNT theory we obtain ˜˙ε for
each ε∗ obtained from MD. We now use the fact that τ0
should be independent of ε˙ if CNT is valid and obtain
˜˙ε/ε˙ for each ε∗. This is shown in the inset of Fig. 7b.
Note that for small ε˙ we obtain a plateau in the val-
ues of τ0 = 0.01 thus calculated. Deviations from the
plateau value begin from ε˙ ≈ 10−5 or ε∗ ≈ 0.11. Com-
paring with Fig.5b we observe that this corresponds to
a barrier height of about 10 − 20 kBT, which is com-
pletely consistent with expectations. The data from MD
is compared with the results of the self consistent the-
ory, using τ0 obtained from the plateau value in the limit
ε˙ → 0, in Fig. 7. Our SUS and MD data are in excel-
lent agreement for the smallest ε˙ values showing that the
decay of the metastable N solid sets the time scale for
microscopic processes responsible for stress relaxation.
Our ε∗(ε˙) curve therefore is a prediction for the yield
point at strain rates that are relevant for slow deforma-
tion of solids under experimental conditions [7]. Such
processes are impossible to probe in standard MD sim-
ulations and it is remarkable that SUS allows us access
to these regimes. Although we have presented results
for a single temperature T = 0.8, our predictions follow
from the identification of X as the reaction coordinate,
with XL as its limiting value in the N phase. Since XL
scales simply with T , we expect our ε∗(ε˙) to do the same
as long as the temperature (and density) is not close to
melting. Note that there are no adjustable parameters in
our calculation.
8IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We began our investigation by asking whether rigid
solids can ever exist as a stable thermodynamic phase.
We introduced a new collective variable X that keeps
track of non-affine particle rearrangements by comparing
positions of distinguishable particles with a set of refer-
ence coordinates. By turning on a field hX conjugate
to X one can bias particle rearrangements and explicitly
break permutation symmetry. We show that the break-
ing of this discrete symmetry leads to a first order tran-
sition and phase coexistence between a rigid solid and
one where particles rearrange to eliminate stress. The
first order transition is quite conventional in all respects
and both bulk and surface properties of the coexisting
phases scale in the expected manner. By measuring these
properties in the presence of this fictitious field and sub-
sequently taking both the thermodynamic limit and the
limit hX → 0 we were able to obtain quantities that
predict the dynamics of deformation of the solid in the
absence of field without any fitting parameters.
Irreversibility of plastic deformation is easy to under-
stand. At large strain rates the product state is not
in equilibrium and the process is irreversible. However,
deforming a solid even with ε˙ → 0 causes irreversibil-
ity if hX = 0, due to the nature of the free energy
landscape. Consider the reverse transformation from
M → N . Straining the M solid in the reverse direc-
tion now increases its free energy and it decays to a sta-
ble unstressed state. However all rearranged versions of
the original N crystal have the same free energy and are
equivalent candidate products. The solid at the end of
the process is likely to reach one of these states instead of
the original crystal, with overwhelmingly large probabil-
ity, producing irreversible particle rearrangements. The
large degeneracy of phases at hX = 0 thus makes the
reverse transformation non-unique and deformation irre-
versible. This is, of course, not true if hX < 0 where
equilibrium transformations between N and M are al-
ways reversible.
So far, hX has been introduced as a device for un-
derstanding the relation between non-affine particle dis-
placements and deformation in a solid with contact being
made with experiments only at hX = 0. For solids where
individual particles can be distinguished and tracked, one
should be able to realise hX in the laboratory and check
our predictions in the full hX − ε plane. Indeed, it has
already been discussed in detail [15, 17, 20] how this may
be accomplished in the future for colloidal particles in 2d
using dynamic laser traps. Briefly, the set of reference
coordinates is read in and a laser tweezer is used to exert
additional forces, Fχ(ri) = −∂HX/∂ri to each particle
i which bias displacement fluctuations. Since the addi-
tional forces depend on instantaneous particle positions,
they need to be updated continuously through real time
particle tracking. This is possible because timescales of
colloidal diffusion are large [10]. We believe that this pro-
cedure will be achievable in the near future using current
video microscopic and spatial light modulation technol-
ogy [37]. Colloidal N crystals stabilised under an artifi-
cially produced hX field should show new and interesting
properties, such as high failure strengths with small elas-
tic constants or vice versa, resistance to creep, very small
defect concentrations etc. These properties, coupled to
the fact that they are reversible and may be switched on
or off or precisely tuned, may have some technological
use.
At large times, after the first plastic event at ε∗, a
crystal under a constant deformation rate ε˙ reaches a
non-equilibrium steady state. Flow of a crystal with a
vanishing strain rate ε˙→ 0 may be understood as a suc-
cession of, perpetually occurring, N → M nucleation
events, which cause deformation while attempting to re-
set stress to zero [5, 8]. In this regime, ε˙ = σ/(GτFP ),
which may be interpreted as flow with a viscosity that
diverges as σ = Gε → 0. At large strain rates, ∆F → 0
so that nucleation ceases to be the relevant dynamical
process. The N solid decays to a truly non-equilibrium
steady state unrelated toM. Further, in this regime one
obtains critical like behaviour and scale-free avalanche
driven deformation [38–42]. Our work suggests that such
behaviour need not be universal but a consequence of
large strain rates used in those studies.
Our work is easily generalised to other realistic crys-
talline solids in 3d, for example Cu, Au or Al single crys-
tals for which a wealth of experimental data already ex-
ists [34–36]. We can obtain γ by turning on hX and sub-
sequently set hX → 0 after taking the thermodynamic
limit to predict ε∗(ε˙) for these solids without adjustable
parameters. The introduction of hX , of course, does not
depend on any particular model interaction used and can
be implemented within any simulation scheme. It also
does not change any of the elastic properties of these
solids. Work along these lines is in progress and will be
published elsewhere.
In a departure from all known literature on plasticity
of crystalline solids [5, 7, 8, 30, 34–36, 38–42], no prop-
erty of dislocations such as core energies or dislocation
- dislocation interactions [7] etc. enter our discussion.2
This fact imparts a greater range of applicability to our
work than those explicitly based on the language of dis-
locations. We have used almost the same language to
describe pleating of two dimensional sheets modelled as
a network of permanently bonded vertices [17, 43]. In
such systems dislocations cannot form at all, although
non-trivial fluctuations in the form of pleats can still be
described using non-affine displacements. Similar phase
coexistence between a stressed network and one where
stress is relaxed by pleating is observed.
2 The equilibrium N andM phases are both defect free. For very
large systems and at elevated temperatures a small defect concen-
tration is expected on entropic considerations. Kinetic jamming
effects may also contribute to increase the defect concentration
in the M phase relative to N .
9A collective variable, similar to X used by us, was
initially defined to characterize local particle rearrange-
ments in glasses under deformation [13, 44, 45]. So our
method, with perhaps a few modifications and/or gen-
eralisations, could be also applied to amorphous solids.
The response of an amorphous solid to a deformation in
the zero strain rate limit (ε˙→ 0) is, however, expected to
be very different from that of crystals. In this case, two
scenarios are possible: (i) For ε˙ = 0, the system is not a
glass any more and behaves like a Newtonian fluid. This
implies that no broken symmetry is involved, such as the
breaking of permutation symmetry, associated with the
flow of a crystal. So there is no underlying first-order
transition as in the crystal. (ii) The system is in an ideal
glass state. As a consequence, there is a nonzero yield
stress [46] σy, i.e. as a response to any deformation with
a given strain rate, the ideal glass state transforms even-
tually to a flowing state with a finite stress σ ≥ σy (at
ε˙ = 0, σ = σy). The nature of this transformation is an
open issue (see, e.g., Ref. [47]). Also the onset of flow in
a glass is different in nature from that of a crystal. While
in a crystal flow occurs via the formation of slip bands, in
a glass flow is initiated by a percolating cluster of mobile
regions [48], associated with a transition in the directed
percolation universality class. Furthermore, amorphous
solids driven far from equilibrium under external shear
stresses exhibit complex deformation behaviour [46–57].
A deeper understanding of all these issues is a challenge
that we wish to pursue using our methods in the future.
Appendix A: The projection formalism and the
non-affine field
Choose a reference configuration with N particles
where particle i (i = 1, ..., N) has position Ri. Dis-
placing particle i to ri the instantaneous position of the
particle, produces ui = ri −Ri. Within neighbourhood
Ω around i, the relative displacements ∆j = uj − ui
with respect to particle j 6= i ∈ Ω. To obtain the
“best fit” [13] local affine deformation D one minimises∑
j [∆j−D(Rj−Ri)]2 so that χ(Ri) > 0 is the minimum
value of this quantity. This procedure also amounts to
taking a projection [14] of ∆i onto a subspace defined
by the projection operator P so that, χ(Ri) = ∆
TP∆
where we use ∆, the column vector constructed out of
∆i. In P = I − R(RTR)−1RT, the Nd × d2 elements of
Rjα,γγ′ = δαγRjγ′ centering Ω at the origin. The global
non-affine parameter, X = N−1
∑N
i χ(Ri) couples to hX
in the Hamiltonian H = H0 − NhXX, with H0 as the
Hamiltonian of any solid. Note that ui → ui + c, where
c is an arbitrary translation, remains a symmetry of H.
The statistics of χ(hX) and X(hX) may be computed
using standard methods of statistical mechanics [14, 15].
Appendix B: The Lennard-Jones Model
The shifted and truncated LJ model is defined byH0 =∑N
i=1
p2i
2m +
∑N−1
i=1
∑
j>i vLJ(rij)
with pi the momentum and m = 1.0 the mass of a
particle. The interaction potential for a pair of parti-
cles, separated by a distance r, is vLJ = 4φ[(r0/r)
12 −
(r0/rc)
12 − (r0/r)6 + (r0/rc)6] for r 6 rc = 2.5r0 and
vLJ = 0 for r > rc. Energy and length scales of the LJ
model are set by φ = 1 and r0 = 1, respectively. The
unit of time is given by, τ =
√
mr20/φ.
Appendix C: Sequential Umbrella Sampling
SUS-MC [21–23] in the NAT ensemble is implemented
in a manner identical to that used in Ref. [17] using
a periodically repeated rectangular box of dimensions
Lx × Ly. The range of X is divided into small win-
dows and sampled successively starting at X = 0. We
keep track of how often each value of X within the
nth window is realised and the resulting histograms
H(n) thus obtained are used to compute the probabil-
ity P (X). The SUS-MC runs were done for systems
with N = 2500, 1600, 1024, 900 and 576 LJ particles at
T = 0.8 and the density ρ = 1.1547 (a = 1.0). The entire
range of X (which varies depending on N) is divided into
800− 1000 sampling windows with ≈ 1× 108 MC moves
attempted in each window. In each MC move, maximal
displacements of 0.2 a − 0.4 a along the x and y direc-
tions are allowed. The SUS-MC computations were done
for various hX and ε. The simulation box is rescaled set-
ting Lx → Lx(1 + ε) and Ly → Ly(1 − ε) which keeps
the area constant upto linear order. The local stress is
obtained from the SUS configurations in the usual way
from averaging the virial, taking care of the three body
terms implicit in the terms involving hX [17, 21].
Appendix D: Molecular Dynamics
The MD simulations for the LJ were done for 128 ×
128 = 16384 particles within a periodically repeated box
identical to that used in the SUS-MC at the same den-
sity ρ = 1.1547 and several T using a velocity Verlet
algorithm [21]. In most simulations, the MD time step
δt = 0.001 in LJ time units; only near yielding, and for
hX ≥ 0.5, a smaller time step of δt = 0.0001 is used.
In the LJ case, the system is coupled to a Berendsen
thermostat [21, 31]. The solid is first equilibrated in the
absence of the hX for t = 500, followed by equilibra-
tion runs at different values of hX , in each case for over
t = 1000. Pure shear is applied by rescaling the box in
steps of ∆ε = 0.001 with a waiting time 3 < tW < 3000
at each step. The mean strain rate ε˙ = ∆ε/tW . For
each value of hX and tW , 6 − 8 independent runs were
performed.
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